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Abstract. This paper presents results of the ongoing Russo-Taiwanese joint research project and discusses a portion of paper 
icons zhima ( ), popular woodblock prints nianhua ( ) and paper talismans fu ( ) collected by Academician Vasili  Mi-
ha lovich Alekseev during his travels in northern regions of late Qing and early Republican China, this collection is now housed in 
the State Museum of the History of Religions. Paper draws conclusions based on detailed analysis of the content of artefacts and 
their Chinese language explanatory notes left by Alekseev's mentors. Different popular Chinese gods played different roles: those 
depicted on talismans (or their attributes) were warriors or judges against evil influences and poisonous creatures, Stove God 
watched over family mores and submitted annual report to Jade Emperor, Bed Gods were worshipped to give off-spring. 
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Introduction 
Impressive collection of V. M. Alekseev's Chinese popu-
lar prints housed in the State Museum of the History of 
Religions has been a subject of the close study by Rus-
sian and Taiwanese scholars during recent years and re-
sulted in publications focusing on various aspects of this 
collection — history of its formation, Alekseev's ap-
proaches to field work and studying popular wood-block 
prints, hand-written notes left by Aleskeev's Chinese 
teachers that explain meaning of popular prints and pa-
per icons, and, finally, specifics of iconography of par-
ticular personages depicted on these prints, such as 
Zhong Kui and duanwu festival [1] and Door Gods men-
shen ( ) [2]. This paper continues closer study of 
a batch of paper prints nianhua ( ) and paper icons 
zhima ( ), which are grouped together as the images 
of “house gods”, or of gods and talismans protecting 
a house. We selected images of Stove god, house gods, 
gods of bed and talismans, which prevent evil influences 

from entering a house. This paper provides translated 
and commented notes of Alekseev's mentors xiansheng 
( ) in order to explore aspects of house gods' cults 
and their worship. 

In this article we introduce several icons from the Mu-
seum's collection, which holds approximately 220 pieces 
of zhima collected by Alekseev. These icons were nor-
mally produced by imprint on thin rice paper, some parts 
of an icon were coloured by hand, they depicted those gods 
to whom believers addressed their prayers and presented 
offerings to. Paper icons were not intended for hanging on 
the wall and examining, therefore they were rather crude in 
style. Paper icons were to be burned after worship so that 
worshipper's requests could reach heavens, therefore few 
of them were preserved. Worship to a certain deity usually 
took place on deity's birthday or other crucial date on his / 
her biography, so the dates of worship were fixed. Alek-
seev's collection counts dozens of different deities and 
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trade patrons, thus making it a valuable source on late im-
perial popular cults in Beijing and Tianjin areas, where 

they were acquired by the collector during his first stay in 
China around 1905—1909. 

Talismans Protecting a House 

State Museum of the History of Religions holds 
about 150 woodblock prints featuring demon conquer-
ors Celestial Master Zhang ( ) and Zhong Kui 
( ) and talismans fu ( ). All these images have 
protective function — they either protect a lodging or 
a person's body from pervasive evil forces and illnesses, 
which are believed to threaten people almost every-
where. Some talismans are associated with duanwu fes-
tival (on the 5th day of the 5th lunar month), a period 
during lunar year when evil influences are on the rise, 
besides “the five poisonous creatures” wudu ( ) 
(scorpion, snake, centipede, toad, spider) are especially 
active too, these creatures are also featured on some 
talismans. 

Most frequent motives found on this talismans are: 
images of demon conquerors and expellers Celestial 
Master Zhang zhang tianshi ( ) or Zhong Kui 
( ), Master Zhang's square stamp signifying power of 

an official over noxious forces, image of a tiger symbol-
izing powers of Celestial Master Zhang who is riding 
a tiger, or it can be “tiger” character hu ( ) with similar 
power. Normally talismans include characters chiling 
( ) “imperial prescript” also pointing at Heavenly 
Master Zhang's power to order evil forces and drive 
them away. Quite a number of talismans feature Five 
thunders wulei ( ) signifying Daoist “thunder magic” 
leifa ( ) to fight demonic forces, it is used by Taoists 
together with talismans and internal alchemy neidan 
( ) techniques. In many cases special characters or 
symbols in talismanic script are placed in the centre, 
their structure and shape has been preserved from early 
medieval era. 

Below we will discuss several types of longing pro-
tecting talismans from Alekseev's collection. Notes 
made by Chinese mentor provide their useful interpre-
tation [3]. 

T a l i s m a n  7  ( f i g .  1 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call No. -2855-VII. Large talismanic script 
character is written in cinnabar colour in the centre, it has 
three dots in its upper part, it symbolizes the Three High-
est Clarities sanqing ( ) — highest gods in the Daoist 

pantheon. It is enhanced by Five thunders produced by the 
Heavenly Master Zhang. His stamp is imprinted inside 
previously printed green contour. Xiansheng's commen-
tary allows better understating of the procedure of “thun-
der exorcism” performed by Master Zhang. 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

Talisman 7 
This is a cinnabar talisman written by the Celestial Master 

Zhang to protect the house. 
There is an Orthodox Seal of the Celestial Master on top, 

as well as four characters: “Five Thunders protect the house” 
wu lei zhen zhai, “ ”. 

On the festival of the fifth month it is hung above the 
doorway, all the sprites and evil spirits will stay far from it. 

Question in pencil: 
What is the connection between the Celestial Master and 

the Five Thunders? 
Answer: 
According to a legend, the Celestial Master catches the 

sprites, he holds a magic sword in the right hand, the left one is 
clenched in fist, as he utters a zhou spell. 

One hand produces thunder. 
If they [evil spirits] have not perished, he utters the spell 

once again and produces thunder with his hand once more. 
One after another five blasts of thunder strike them. 
Sprites and evil spirits will unavoidably run away, fearing 

for their lives. 

T a l i s m a n  8  ( f i g .  2 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call No. -2854-VII. Another case of Daoist 

talismanic script, where characters are written in special 
manner fixed by tradition. 
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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Fig. 3 Fig. 4
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O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 

 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

Talisman 8 
This is a divine talisman, written by the Celestial Master. 
There is a seal on top, on the festival of the fifth month it 

is hung above the doorway, as if the Celestial Master were 
present, all the sprites and evil spirits will naturally become 
invisible and try to hide far away. 

T a l i s m a n  1 1  ( f i g .  3 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the 
museum item call No. -2851-VII. Another case of 
Daoist talismanic script, the upper element probably 

means a human figure, below part has characters chil-
ing ( ) “imperial prescript” and meaning of pierc-
ing evil forces. 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 

 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

Talisman 11 
This is a talisman written by the Celestial Master Zhang to 

protect the house. 
On the festival of the fifth month it is hung above the door-

way, sprites and evil spirits will naturally try to hide far away. 
There is a seal on top, but the characters are hard to recognize. 

T a l i s m a n  5  ( f i g .  4 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call No. -2846-VII. Metal badge “tiger 
talisman” hufu is an attribute of a military commander, 
which confers him power to pardon or kill. Tiger head 
is also worn on the belt of a general on popular prints, 
it is an attribute of a military figure. We suppose on this 
print tiger serves as a signifier of the Celestial Master 
Zhang who is riding a tiger. And his power to oppose 

demons is increased by two plants. Xiansheng's note 
gives detail on the earliest type of talisman called 
“peach talismans” known from Han times. He also 
writes a story of ancient Door gods Shen-yu ( ) and 
Yu-lu ( ), who also protect a house from evil forces. 
Two types of plants — cattail and mugwort — are in-
deed being hung near the entrance on duanwu day, this 
tradition is still preserved. 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 

 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

Talisman [duan]wu 5 
There is a divine tiger on the cattail grass, he holds mugwort 

in his mouth, there is a bat above, this is a “tiger talisman”. 
In ancient times, when a commander in chief conferred 

a general title to someone, Son of Heaven [the emperor — 
E. Z.] would grant him a “tiger amulet” and an official seal, 
giving the right to pardon or kill. There is an inscription “im-
perial order” chiling ( ) on top. 

The custom of making peach tree talismans taofu pene-
trates the Eastern sea and the Northern mountains, there is 
a big peach tree and two deities, one is Shen Shu, the other — 
Yu Lü, they mostly supervise demon spirits enter and exit [the 
dwelling]. Two their names are painted on the doors to ward 
off ferocious spirits. 

Peach tree talismans are made to be hung on the gates, 
a hundred of demons fear them, the Five Thunders also protect 
the house. 

Question in pencil: 
What is the reason for drawing these. Please, look up in 

new books on the protection of house. 
Next page: 
In popular tradition, on the fifth day of the fifth month, 

cattail and mugwort are hung over the gates of both civil of-
fices and dwellings. On both right and left leaves of the door. 
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Fig. 5 Fig. 6
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Fig. 7 Fig. 8
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Answer: 
There is a “talisman with a judge” [4] etc. glued to the centre. 
As for cattail grass, there is a name “cattail sword” pujian 

( ), which comes of the resemblance in shape. It is the 
same as the magic sword. 

Cattail sword [5] also goes in pair with “wheat needle” 
maizhen ( ) [6]. 

T a l i s m a n  9  ( f i g .  5 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call No. -2844-VII. On the 5th day of the 
5th month poisonous creatures are freed from the box of 

Original chaos and later they are sent back to it by power 
of Celestial Master Zhang. 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 
 

 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

[Duan]wu talisman 9 
Here is also the Celestial Master's magic box of the Pri-

mordial Chaos hunyuan. 
Five Poisonous have come out of it, they jump, hop and 

dance, there is the Orthodox Seal of the Celestial Master at the top. 
On the fifth day of the fifth month it is hung above the 

doorway, all the poisonous insects and evil spirits will try to 
hide far away. 

T a l i s m a n  1 6  ( f i g .  6 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call No. -3593-VII. Thunder generals, or 
Thunderbolt Department leibu ( ) take orders of the 
Celestial Master, they are his army against evil forces. 
Here we see connections to the Daoist Thunder rite 

school leifa ( ), which came to fruition during Song 
dynasty, here notion leifa ( ) is used as a term de-
scribing Daoist thunder magic. Here is a case when 
characters have the power of a word “thunder” they 
signify. 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 
 

 

 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

[Duan]wu talisman 16 
This is a talisman of Five Thunders written by the Celes-

tial Master Zhang to protect the house. 
There are characters “imperial order to protect the house” 

on top, as well as a seal of the Celestial Master. 
It is hung above the doorway on the fifth day of the fifth 

month, this means that the Thunder department deities of the 
Celestial Master are present. 

T a l i s m a n  2 4  ( f i g .  7 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call No. -2834-VII. Here is a “vermilion 
judge” — a figure of demon conqueror Zhong Kui printed 

with red colour able to scare away demons, his pose of 
standing on one foot is similar to that of Kui-xing ( ) 
(god of literacy and exams), who holds a brush. 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 

 
 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

[Duan]wu talisman 24 
Judge deity, holds a magic sword in the right hand and 

a gourd in the left, he is letting Five Poisonous out of it. It is 
written “Five Thunders protect the house” at the top. 

It is hung above the doorway on the festival of the fifth 
month. It expels all the evil spirits and sprites. 
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Fig. 9
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T a l i s m a n  2 8  ( f i g .  8 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call No. -2830-VII. This print is probably 
from the same workshop as No. -2829-VII. It's 

a crudely made block print on thin paper, here is typical 
scene of Zhong Kui attacking a bat. 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 

 
 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

[Duan]wu talisman 28 
Judge deity holds a magic sword, he wants to cut a red bat, 

this depicts his anger caused by the late arrival of happiness. 
There is the seal of the Celestial Master at the top, there is 

a green outline with longevity and happiness peaches, there is 
an inscription “Five Thunders protect the house” on top. 

According to tradition, it is hung on the festival of the fifth 
month. 

According to Alekseev's notes of his travels as Ed-
ward Chavannes's companion, which were later com-
plied into a book “In Old China” [7], cult of Zhong Kui 
( ) as a demon expeller was particularly strong in 
Lingbao ( ) county of Henan province. An official 
stamp of Lingbao county head zhixian ( ) was be-
lieved to have power of driving away evil forces, repli-
cas of this official stamp were reproduced in thousands 
and sold as a protective talisman. So what can be found 
in this region of China is cult of celestial judge embodied 
by Zhong Kui and his stamp. Alekseev mentions that 
prints and amulets depicting Celestial Master Zhang 
were purchased in Tai'an prefecture ( ) and Qufu 
( ) of Shandong province. What deserves special 
attention here is blending of images of Celestial Master 
Zhang and Zhong Kui, the latter is depicted with Zhang's 
magic sword, and xiansheng's note says that Zhong Kui 
borrowed powerful sword from Zhang tianshi. 
V. M. Alekseev published several papers on this type of 
popular gods and talismans [8]. 

A piece of Buddhist talisman protecting a house re-
plenishes the above series with Daoist motifs (call 
No. -3269-VII) (fig. 9). The central figure here is a 

Buddhist prototype of Celestial Master Zhang, his name 
is Pu-an ( ), he was a Chan master famous for com-
posing powerful spells and talismans. There are three 
lines of characters above and on two sides of the human 
figures: (i) on the top: “ ” (“Miracu-
lous talisman of Great Pu-an protecting a house”); (ii) on 
the right: “ ” (“Thou-
sands of creatures of eight departments led by heavenly 
dragons, yesterday here was a small corner — today it's 
Buddha's domain”); (iii) on the left: “

” (the third character “ ” is spelled 
incorrectly on the print, “millions of vajra protectors 
have arrived since all taboos are off”). Chan master 
Pu-an sits on a lotus base in a meditating pose with san-
sara wheel on his chest. On two sides stand eight warri-
ors — vajra generals, they probably represent tianlong 
babu ( ) — “eight departments led by heavenly 
dragons”, who are protecting the Buddhist faith. Below 
is talisman of Pu-an with his name written on top and 
something resembling a piercing trident on the bottom. 
According to Alekseev, Buddhist spells present much 
difficulty for interpretation, he hoped specialists in Bud-
dhism could extract purely Buddhist elements from it [9]. 

Paper Prints Depicting Stove God Zaowang 

State Museum of the History of Religions holds 
more than 20 sheets depicting Stove God zaowang ( ) 
with or without a spouse(s), surrounded by various ser-
vants and gods of popular pantheon. This picture was 
hung near the stove, a new one was pasted in the begin-
ning of a new lunar year. It could also serve as a calen-
dar with twenty four seasons, calendars in the holdings 
of the Museum are dated by 1905, 1907, 1908, 1915. 
Worship to Stove God zaowang was conducted prior to 
lunar New Year before his ascending to heaven to pre-
sent annual report of family deeds to Jade Emperor, he 
kept an eye on mores of all family members and had to 
be appeased. Therefore on the day of his ascending to 
heaven (23rd say of the 12th lunar month) he was of-
fered sticky sweets, which could keep his lips shut, and 
Stove God wouldn't report anything unfavourable about 
family members. 

On our coloured prints Stove God is portrayed in 
a setting standard for various centres of production of 
this type of print, we have pieces from Yangliuqing 
( ) nearby Tianjin, Tai'an ( ) and Yizhou 
( ) in Shandong province and Xi'an ( ) in 
Shaanxi province. Stove God in the attire of a civil offi-
cial or a couple (in some cases Stove God with two 
wives) are seated at the table with incense burner, can-
dle-sticks and food offerings, they are surrounded by 
servants. Concerning images of a hen and a horse nor-
mally depicted in the bottom part of a print, they may be 
relevant to early versions saying that Stove god had an 
appearance of a hen, or a horse. A horse may be also 
interpreted as an animal, which takes Stove God to 
heaven with a report, horse can be often found on paper 
icons, since it was believed to carry people's prayers to 
heaven. Stove God's iconography obtained its current 
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shape during late imperial period, when he begot 
a spouse and attire of an official [10]. Stove God ob-
tained function of reporting on family members' good 
and bad deeds around Song dynasty, when his image 
merged with that of Director of Destiny siming ( ), 
who received reports of person's misdeeds from “three 
spectres” san shi ( ) (three worm-like creatures in-
habiting three areas in human body) on a particular day 
of a year. Based on their report Director of Destiny had 
a right to shorten or prolong person's lifespan. Siming 

grew into a much more powerful god. What interests us 
is that during Song dynasty Stove God has merged with 
Director of Destiny siming and obtained a title of Direc-
tor of Destiny of Eastern Kitchen dongchu siming 
( ), or “master of a family” jia zhi zhu ( ). 
Therefore, by Song dynasty functions of Stove God in-
cluded both reporting family's deeds to heaven and pro-
tecting the house [11]. Below we introduce several Stove 
God prints from different locations, xiansheng note pro-
vide much of new information. 

S t o v e  G o d  2  ( f i g s .  1 0 — 1 1 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call Nos. -2780-VII and -2729-VII. Place 
of production is probably Yangliuqing ( ). Here 
we meet at important attribute of Stove Gods — two jars 
where good and bad deeds of each family member are 
placed and thus recorded. A horse is depicted in a resting 

pose, but ready to drive Stove God to heavens. Print 
-2780-VII includes calendar dated by 34th year of 

Guangxu reign, 1908. Auspicious saying on two sides of 
Stove: “ ” “ascend the sky and say about 
good things”, “ ” “descend back to the resi-
dence and bestow luck”. 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 

 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

Stove God 2 
This is a single standing Stove God, he is worshipped in 

all shops and households, he holds gui sceptre in his hand, in 
front of him is a Tray Which Collects Treasures, behind him 
are two boys holding fans, in front of him are two boys each 
holding a Jar of Good [deeds] and a Jar of Evil [deeds], above 
lies a horse, which Stove God is supposed to ride, on the bot-
tom lies a dog, which is watching after a house. 

S t o v e  G o d  5  ( f i g .  1 2 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call No. -2786-VII. It was produced in 
Xi'an ( ), capital of Shaanxi province (as marked on 
the print). The area where the calendar must be placed 
is empty, so this prompts us to conclude that Alekseev 

may have purchased a semi-product in a shop in Xi'an. 
It is painted in a more crude manner that Stove God 2, 
and has inclusion of Buddhist bodhisattvas, which may 
have been a tradition of iconography in this area of 
China. 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 

 
 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

Stove God 5 
This a paired Stove King zaowang, above are images of the 

three Bodhisattvas — Guanyin (sanskr. Avalokite vara), Wen-
shu (sanskr. Mañju r ) and Puxian (sanskr. Samantabhadra). 
On two sides are Golden Lad and Jade Maiden as servants. Even 
higher is Imperial palace of Jade Emperor and Four capital out-
skirts. In front of Stove God is an official and behind Stove God 
are windows with paired inscription, this detail and others are 
the same as on sheet “Stove God 4”. But here there are only 
lotus flowers inside a Tray Which Collects Treasures, boys at 
two sides each hold a lotus in one hand and a pomegranate in 
another hand, there are also a hen and a god. Inside a Tray 
Which Collects Treasures there is lotus flower and lotus-seed 
pot, they have a meaning: “give birth to precious sons one after 
another”. 

S t o v e  G o d  8 a  ( f i g .  1 3 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call No. -2783-VII. Names of personages on 

this print are written in pencil on their faces, which helps 
to identify them. This note is lengthy because xiansheng 
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Fig. 14
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Fig. 15
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Fig. 16
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is answering Alekseev's questions. He expands on drag-
ons, which are only depicted with a pearl as a decorative 
motif. We also learn about beliefs concerning human 

destiny, which is controlled by powers of ominous and 
auspicious stars, each year their disposition is different 
for each person. 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

a 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

Stove God 8a 
This is a paired Stove God (with a spouse), each of them is 

holding a gui sceptre, behind them outside of two windows are 
four women, they are in the pose of making New Year dump-
lings. Above are the same three bodhisattvas (see sheet 5), on 
their sides stand a Red child and a Dragon Maiden, above them 
are two dragons playing a pearl and twenty four seasons. In 
front of Stove god on the table are two incense burners, two 
banners aside the table say: “go and tell about peoples' deeds, 
return and bring spring with you”. Celestial Master [Zhang] 
sits in front of a table, also a Mother Giving Sons and Grand-
sons, also two Gods of Wealth, who grant happiness and col-
lects treasures. On two sides are two warriors in armour, each 
holds a Golden pumpkin club with long handle jingua chui, 
a stack holds a big coin with characters “full hall of promi-
nence and wealth” written on it. 

8b: 
On the bottom there is a Tray Collecting Treasures, a hen 

and a dog. 
(Contd. c) 
On the top layer are three bodhisattvas, on their side stand 

a Red Child and a Dragon Maiden, details about their deeds 
one can read in the novel “The Journey to the West”. 

“Six dragons control the waters”, that is to say that this 
year six dragons pour rains. There are two dragons, three drag-
ons or one dragon controlling waters. Popular saying has it, the 
less dragons, but the rains come on time. When it is six — it is 
too many dragons. You push me, I push you, as a result few 
rains and a draught. When many dragons they rely on four. 
The fifth day is favourable, it is a day of making sacrifices to 
a stars. For big or small age — they rotate together with 
a wheel of years, destiny is decided by orders of Five Elements, 
Yin-Yang elements, stars Rahu and Ketu and other stars. 
Among them there auspicious and ominous stars, which must 
be worshipped either during the first lunar month or in the 
appropriate days for their worship. 

(Contd. 8d) 
“go and tell about peoples' deeds, return and bring spring 

with you”  — this paired inscription says that Stove God sees 
good and bad things in human world, it means that he goes to 
the heavenly chancery. Only on the day when Stove God re-
turns back from the palace, may he bring the colours of spring 
to the world of people. 

A Golden pumpkin club with long handle jingua chui is 
a weapon according to pre-Tang ancient system. When em-
peror was between palace halls, all generals, guards must be 
standing on duty and holding it to prevent something unex-
pected. 

S t o v e  G o d  7  ( p l a t e  1 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call No. -2789-VII. This print stands out 
due to its different style, but it's production location so 
far remains unclear. Above the gods' heads are words 

on red tablets: “ ” “spirit tablet of Stove God”, 
“South Heaven Gate” “ ” (of the gates to the ce-
lestial palace, which are passed by Stove God). Here 
there are jars of good and bad deeds, one of the offi-
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cials in the front also keeps a book of records concern-
ing family members. But still the idea of bringing for-

tune to the owners of the pictures seems to be more 
evident. 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 
 

 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

Stove God 7 
This a Stove God in pair, in full height, each holds gui scep-

tre in hand, sit under a curtain of yellow damask, in front of 
them is a Tray Collecting Treasures, a hen and a dog, that is it. 

Paper Icons of House Gods 

Alekseev's mentors probably termed various gods 
depicted on paper icons as “ten thousand gods” wan shen 
( ), therefore each explanatory note has a number 

starting with character wan ( ), there are 220 notes in 
total. Below there are few examples. 

Wan 82 (fig. 14) 

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call No. -3429-VII. On the print, apart from 
Door Gods, we find Lady Third Aunt sangu furen 

 — supposedly a female deity of latrines, her 
latter known title is zigu furen ( ) Scarlet 
Maiden, a goddess of latrines in the Chinese folk pan-
theon. As for the Boy of Wells and Springs jingquan 
tongzi ( ), he is another minor god in popular 
pantheon, who was worshipped in the beginning on the 
first day of the new Lunar year, when water had to be 
taken out of the well for the first time, members of 
a family made kowtows to the well and burned paper 
money and paper icons. In some areas people from a vil-
lage would compete with each other to be the first to get 
water from the well, which would promise big for-
tune [12]. 

On this print Stove God is featured together with 
other deities, so his image was also burned. Worth atten-
tion is xiansheng's quote from a classic “Book of Rites” 
Liji (“ ”), which is nevertheless not fully matching 
the original words. Correct paragraph from Liji is as fol-
lows: 

Translation is: 
The king appointed for all the people seven altars for the 

seven sacrifices — one to the superintendent of the lot 
siming; one in the central court, for the admission of light 
and the rain from the roofs; one at the gates of the city wall; 
one in the roads leading from the city; one for the discon-
tented ghosts of kings who had died without posterity; one 
for the guardian of the door; and one for the guardian of the 
furnace. He also had seven corresponding altars for himself. 

Further: 

translation: 
Other officers and the common people had one (altar 

and one) sacrifice. Some raised one altar for the guardian 
of the door; and others, one for the guardian of the furnace 
(Stove King). 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

Wan 82 
These are the six gods of the dwelling. In the centre of the 

top level there is the Stove God, he holds a gui sceptre, two ser-
vants are at his sides, there is the Door God Menshen on the left, 
and protector of the entrance Hu Wei on the right [13], in the 
centre of the bottom level there is the Earth god Tudi. There is 
a small demon with a spiked club at the left hand and a small 
demon with a chui club at the right hand. Also on the left sits the 
Lady Third Aunt sangu furen, on the right stands the Boy of 
Wells and Springs. Those living in the house worship them, as 
they can bring peace and happiness to the whole family. They do 
not allow demons and evil to appear and cause chaos. 

According to the eighth juan of the chapter “Law of Sacri-
fices” from the “Book of Rites” Liji [one of the Five Classics 
of the Confucian canon — E. Z.]: “The king appointed for all 
the people seven altars for the seven sacrifices: one to the su-
perintendent of the lot siming; one in the central yard [dedi-
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cated to the Earth god — E. Z.], one at the gates of the city 
wall; one in the roads leading from the city; one for the discon-
tented ghosts of kings who had died without posterity; one for 
the guardian of the door; and one for the guardian of the fur-
nace (King of stove)”. 

Also: the common people had one (altar and one) sacrifice. 
Some raised one altar for the guardian of the door; and others, 
one for the guardian of the furnace. 

(next page) Huwei: The entrance to a room is called hu, 
the entrance to a hall is called men (gates), also the doors in-
side are called hu, the ones outside are called men, those with 
one leaf are called hu, with two — men. Thus are [the names] 
of the guarding gods. 

Spiked club and chui club: when a small demon chases 
and seizes the soul of the deceased, if it wouldn't move when 
he drags it forwards with shackles, then he would use his club 
to hit from behind, to dislodge and hurry [the soul], why not 
use it? 

T e n  t h o u s a n d  [ o f  d e i t i e s ]  8 6  ( f i g .  1 5 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call No. -3433-VII. The lying horse both 
represents the idea of the Stove God going with report to 
heaven, and also the idea of the “paper horse”, which 

takes prayers of people to heaven. As was mentioned 
above, image of house god merged with an image of the 
Master of Destiny siming, who in earlier times was asso-
ciated with stars of North dipper, a constellation of destiny. 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 

 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

Ten thousand [of deities] 86 
This is also the Kitchen Sovereign Who Controls Desti-

nies Stove God Zaowang. He holds a gui sceptre, on the table 
there is an incense burner, two jars which have characters 
“good” and “evil” on them, in front of the table lies a horse, 
behind his back there are two boys, in front of the table stand 
two warriors, each holds a long spear. 

T e n  t h o u s a n d  [ o f  d e i t i e s ]  1 4 4  ( f i g .  1 6 )  

This xiansheng's description corresponds to the mu-
seum item call No. -3491-VII. Gods of bed occupy 
a low rank in the pantheon, yet worshipping them was 
important. For instance, they received offerings on the 
day when Stove God returned from heavens. Newly-
weds were supposed to worship them at the beginning 
of the married life, one of the main prayers addressed to 
Gods of bed was to bestow children. A note below 

mentions that in Beijing bed gods had to be worshipped 
on the third day after the newborn baby's birth, after the 
first washing was completed. Similar image of Bed 
Gods can be found in the digital collection of paper 
icons acquired by a missionary Anne S. Goodrich (July 
1895 — April 2005) in Beijing and donated to the 
C. V. Starr East Asian Library (Columbia University) 
in 1991 [14]. 

O r i g i n a l  t e x t  o f  x i a n s h e n g ' s  n o t e  

 

 

T r a n s l a t i o n  

Ten thousand [of deities] 144 
These are Master and Mother of Bed. Mother holds a baby 

in her arms. On the table there is an incense burner, there are 
children on both sides, in front of the table there is a tub, one 
child pours water from a bottle to wash another, there are two 
servants on the sides, the one at the left holds a baby, the one 
at the right holds a ruyi sceptre, this is connected to the tradi-
tion of bathing of a child on the third day after birth, when they 
should be worshiped on a kang or a bed. 
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Conclusion 

Since amount of woodblock prints nianhua, paper 
icons zhima and other artefacts that were either donated or 
sold to the State Museum of the History of Religions by 
the collector V. M. Alekseev ca. 1938 amount to almost 
one thousand pieces, trying to introduce even a small part 
of it in detail may be a challenge due to space limitations. 
Therefore several types of prints designated to be either 
hung inside a house, or burned to invoke protection of the 
gods were chosen for this paper, they are all relevant to the 
idea of protecting home and its inhabitants. The world out-
side the house was believed to be prone with dangers and 
inhabited by swarms of evil forces, during duanwu season 
in particular, therefore talismans were hung above the en-
trance to prevent evil forces from penetrating a house. 

Stove God Zaowang has been a very important 
figure in the system of family rituals, since longevity 
and well-being of people depended on what Stove 
God would report to the heavenly chancery in the end 
of each Lunar Year. As was shown, prints with Stove 
God were produced in different cities, but main parts 
of the composition are similar — figure of a Stove 
God seated at the table with offerings, there are also 
fortune promising objects (e. g. Tray Collecting 
Treasures) and a calendar on top, this made this pic-
ture also practically useful. In some cases episodes not 
necessarily relevant to Stove God were added for 
decorative purposes, they told more stories or epi-
sodes to a viewer. 
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